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Kukrail �yover in Lucknow �nally opens for the public
(https://www.knocksense.com/kukrail-�yover-in-lucknow-
�nally-opens-for-the-public)
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The much awaited Kukrail flyover, that connects Shakti Nagar to Gomti Nagar, has finally been
opened for the public of Lucknow. The flyover was inaugurated yesterday, March, 27th. It had been
under construction for the past several years and is finally ready for use, three weeks later than
expected.

All About The Kukrail Flyover

The flyover had been incomplete for the past eight years, due to several construction snags and other
issues. Finally, the 5.8 kilometer long flyover is now complete and open for the public, coming as an
advantage for Lucknowites. Since it connects Shakti Nagar and Gomti Nagar, the travel times has
been cut down, making matters convenient for the citizens.

The existing route from Shakti Nagar to Gomti Nagar currently faces many detours, has frequent
traffic jams which tend to be a menace to commuters on this route Since the flyover consists of six
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traffic jams which tend to be a menace to commuters on this route. Since the flyover consists of six
lane roads, it will make the traffic movement faster. To add to that, the flyover even steers clear of
the time consuming railway crossings, making for seamless commutes.

Whom will it benefit?

The Kukrail flyover will cover several areas along it’s 5.8 kilometer length. Residents of areas such as
Shakti Nagar, Khurramnagar, Aliganj, Vikas Nagar, Thakurganj and a few others can make use of the
flyover that directly connects to Gomti Nagar. Travel time from Shakti Nagar to Gomti Nagar will be
cut down from 45 minutes to just 15 minutes, making matters convenient for residents of these
areas.

With the flyover, the goal is to bypass time consuming routes between Gomti Nagar and Shakti Nagar
and provide a better and more convenient travel option for commuters. The flyover is an advantage
for residents of Aliganj, Vikas Nagar, Shakti Nagar and several other places as it cuts down travel
times by at least 30 minutes.

Details of the flyover

The flyover was first sanctioned in 2009 and construction for the same began two years after that, in
2011. The flyover covers a total length of 5.8 kilometers and comprises of six lanes, making way for
faster moving traffic. The cost for constructing the overhead railway over bridge, that runs above the
flyover amounts to ₹75 crores and the flyover was built for a sum of ₹82 crores.

The development points towards a more progressive Lucknow and makes travelling within the city a
more convenient experience.
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One of the oldest test prep brands in India with a legacy of 43 years, IMS has been a part of Lucknow
for around 2 decades now. An MBA coaching centre which has been mentoring students and
churning out toppers since ages, IMS has been a go-to option for an umpteen number of CAT
aspirants from all over the city and beyond. During this period of lockdown, IMS is making sure that
the students who wish to crack MBA examinations with flying colours, don't get dettered from their
ultimate academic goals. So to keep the students on track, they're conducting online classes and
taking extra measures to keep everyone going!

 Keep reading...
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Students spread awareness against the contraction of Covid-19, art urges residents to stay at home
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The entire world is currently fighting a long and weary battle with the novel Coronavirus. While
healthcare professionals, police and administration are in the frontlines of this battle, several
volunteers and civilians have also joined forces in our combined effort to defeat the deadly virus.
Several art students from Lucknow University also came forward to support the cause and spread
awareness about the contraction of Covid-19.

 Keep reading...
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In a �rst for Uttar Pradesh, Lucknow's KGMU has started
Plasma Therapy for COVID-19 patients
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The plasma therapy process began in King George's Medical University on Saturday.
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The Uttar Pradesh government has put plasma therapy into practice to treat COVID-19 patients in the
state and now, UP has become the third state to do so after Delhi and Kerala. KGMU hospital in
Lucknow is the first medical facility in the state to start off with this process to contain the virus and
the plasma donations have been carried out by two recovered patients on Saturday.

 Keep reading...
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7 places that we can't wait to order from once the lockdown
is eased! (https://www.knocksense.com/lucknow/7-home-
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the-lockdown-is-eased)
Now that there's a possibility of eateries & delivery kitchens to open up, we can't wait to get our
hands on delicious grub
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The looming Coronavirus threat has truly brought life around us to a complete standstill. With
nowhere to go and not much to do, most of us are left to our own devices, dreaming the kind of life
we'll have once the pandemic is over. However for a foodie, most of these dreams consist food. It is
the one thing we think about the most and the most often, oh how we wish we could make these
dreams come true!

A month away from our favourite restaurants and delivery kitchen has made us realise that good
food is something we just can't take for granted. However, the exciting news is that the government
might consider opening few businesses as the frequency of reported cases are slowing down. So now
that there's a real possibility that the government may allow some of our favourite food chains and
restaurants to finally open for delivery, here's a list of places we just can't wait to order from!

 Keep reading...
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